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The Marine Electrical and Electronics
Bible
This textbook may be downloaded as a free PDF on
the project's website, and the paperback is sold
royalty-free. OpenIntro develops free textbooks and
course resources for introductory statistics that
exceeds the quality standards of traditional textbooks
and resources, and that maximizes accessibility
options for the typical student. The approach taken in
this textbooks differs from OpenIntro Statistics in its
introduction to inference. The foundations for
inference are provided using randomization and
simulation methods. Once a solid foundation is
formed, a transition is made to traditional
approaches, where the normal and t distributions are
used for hypothesis testing and the construction of
confidence intervals.

Proceedings of the 12th International
Symposium on Computer Science in
Sport (IACSS 2019)
The book provides an introduction to the basics of
fungi, discussing various types ranging from edible
mushrooms to Neurospora – a model system for
genetics and epigenetics. After addressing the
classification and biodiversity of fungi, and fungi in
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different ecological niches, it describes the latest
applications of fungi, their role in sustainable
environments and in alleviating stress in plants, as
well as their role in causing plant and animal
diseases. Further chapters explore the advances in
fungal interactions research and their implications for
various systems, and discuss plant-pathogen
interactions. The book also features a section on
bioprospecting, and is an extremely interesting and
informative read for anybody involved in the field of
mycology, microbiology and biotechnology teaching
and research.

Infrasound Monitoring for Atmospheric
Studies
Never Far Away is a short story and resource for the
parent who has a child that doesn't like to separate
from them when time for school or work. It has
illustrative pictures and content for the parent and
child to interact before they go about their day.

Haptics: Perception, Devices, Control,
and Applications
This handbook is the definitive reference for the
interdisciplinary field that is ocean engineering. It
integrates the coverage of fundamental and applied
material and encompasses a diverse spectrum of
systems, concepts and operations in the maritime
environment, as well as providing a comprehensive
update on contemporary, leading-edge ocean
technologies. Coverage includes an overview on the
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fundamentals of ocean science, ocean signals and
instrumentation, coastal structures, developments in
ocean energy technologies and ocean vehicles and
automation. It aims at practitioners in a range of
offshore industries and naval establishments as well
as academic researchers and graduate students in
ocean, coastal, offshore and marine engineering and
naval architecture. The Springer Handbook of Ocean
Engineering is organized in five parts: Part A:
Fundamentals, Part B: Autonomous Ocean Vehicles,
Subsystems and Control, Part C: Coastal Design, Part
D: Offshore Technologies, Part E: Energy Conversion

Tectonics of the Indian Subcontinent
This volume originates from the proceedings of a
multidisciplinary conference, Techno-Societal 2016 in
Maharashtra, India, that brings together faculty
members of various engineering colleges to solve
Indian regional relevant problems under the guidance
of eminent researchers from various reputed
organizations. The focus is on technologies that help
develop and improve society, in particular on issues
such as the betterment of differently abled people,
environment impact, livelihood, rural employment,
agriculture, healthcare, energy, transport, sanitation,
water, education. This conference aims to help
innovators to share their best practices or products
developed to solve specific local problems which in
turn may help the other researchers to take
inspiration to solve problems in their region. On the
other hand, technologies proposed by expert
researchers may find applications in different regions.
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This back and forth process for local-global interaction
will help in solving local problems by global approach
and help in solving global problems by improving local
conditions.

Mechanical Ice Drilling Technology
Fenner's Veterinary, Virology, Fourth Edition, is the
long awaited new edition of Veterinary Virology, 3e,
which was published in 1999. Fully revised and
updated by the new author team, part I presents the
fundamental principles of virology related to animal
infection and disease, and part II addresses the
clinical features, pathogenesis, diagnosis,
epidemiology and prevention of individual diseases.
New to this Edition New author team - one main
author to ensure that the book reads like an authored
book but with the benefit of using experts to
contribute to specific topics Text has been refocused part I has been condensed and where appropriate
incorporated into part II to make it more user friendly
The number of figures have been increased and are
now in full color Fully revised and updated to include
the latest information in the field of veterinary
virology Beautifully illustrated color figures
throughout Organized and current information
provided by an expert team of authors

Hamilton Hume
This author team is committed to making statistics a
highlight for psychology students! Now, in a 5th
edition,Statistics for Psychology, continues to be an
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accessible, current, and interesting approach to
statistics. With each revision, the authors have
maintain those things about the book that have been
especially appreciated, while reworking the text to
take into account the feedback, their our own
experiences, and advances and changes in the field.
The fifth edition of this popular text uses definitional
formulas to emphasize concepts of statistics, rather
than rote memorization. This approach constantly
reminds students of the logic behind what they are
learning, and each procedure is taught both verbally
and numerically, which helps to emphasize the
concepts. Thoroughly revised, with new content and
many new practice examples, this text takes the
reader from basic procedures through analysis of
variance (ANOVA). While learning statistics, students
also learn how to read and interpret current research.

Artificial Intelligence and Industrial
Applications
This books documents the salient characters of the
tectonic evolution of the Indian subcontinent. It
showcases the well investigated subcontinent of
Gondwana. The book is linked to an updated
geological and tectonic map of this region on
1:12,000,000 in scale. The Indian subcontinent
displays almost uninterrupted and unique the
geological history since about Eo-Archean (~3800 Ma)
to recent, with the development of many Proterozoic
deformed and metamorphosed fold belts around
Archean nuclei, and enormously thick undeformed
platform deposits. After their stabilization during late
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Proterozoic, the subcontinent underwent Paleozoic
rifting and deposition of coal-bearing thick sequences,
followed by enormously-thick outpouring of Deccan
volcanics as a consequence of huge mantle plume.
The youngest event in its evolution is the Cenozoic
Himalayan Orogenic Mountains, spanning the area
between Nanga Parbat and Namcha Barwah; a part of
which extends both in Pakistan and Myanmar.

Techno-Societal 2016
Alpha-, Beta- and Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy Volume 1
offers a comprehensive account of radioactivity and
related low-energy phenomena. It summarizes
progress in the field of alpha-, beta- and gamma-ray
spectroscopy, including the discovery of the nonconservation of parity, as well as new experimental
methods that elucidate the processes of weak
interactions in general and beta-decay in particular.
Comprised of 14 chapters, the book presents
experimental methods and theoretical discussions
and calculations to maintain the link between
experiment and theory. It begins with a discussion of
the interaction of electrons and alpha particles with
matter. The book explains the elastic scattering of
electrons by atomic nuclei and the interaction
between gamma-radiation and matter. It then
introduces topic on beta-ray spectrometer theory and
design and crystal diffraction spectroscopy of nuclear
gamma rays. Moreover, the book discusses the
applications of the scintillation counter; proportional
counting in gases; and the general processes and
procedures used in determining disintegration
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schemes through a study of the beta- and gammarays emitted. In addition, it covers the nuclear shell
model; collective nuclear motion and the unified
model; and alpha-decay conservation laws. The
emissions of gamma-radiation during charged particle
bombardment and from fission fragments, as well as
the neutron-capture radiation spectroscopy, are also
explained. Experimentalists will find this book
extremely useful.

The Behavioral Ecology of the Tibetan
Macaque
Database Management System Multiple Choice
Questions & Answers (MCQs): Quizzes & Practice
Tests pdf with answer key to get prepared for
competitive exams. This book helps to learn and
practice database management system quiz, quick
study guide for placement test preparation. Database
Management System (DBMS) MCQ questions help
with theoretical, conceptual, and analytical with
terminology understanding for assessment exams.
Database management system multiple choice
questions and answers pdf is a revision guide with a
collection of MCQs to fun trivia quiz questions and
answers pdf on topics: data modeling, entity
relationship model, database concepts and
architecture, database design methodology and UML
diagrams, database management systems, disk
storage, file structures and hashing, entity
relationship modeling, file indexing structures,
functional dependencies and normalization,
introduction to SQL programming techniques, query
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processing and optimization algorithms, relational
algebra and calculus, relational data model and
database constraints, relational database design,
algorithms dependencies, schema definition,
constraints, queries and views to enhance teaching
and learning. This practice guide also covers the
syllabus of many competitive papers for admission
exams of different universities from computer science
textbooks on chapters: Data Modeling: Entity
Relationship Model Multiple Choice Questions: 65
MCQs Database Concepts and Architecture Multiple
Choice Questions: 95 MCQs Database Design
Methodology and UML Diagrams Multiple Choice
Questions: 28 MCQs Database Management Systems
Multiple Choice Questions: 51 MCQs Disk Storage, File
Structures and Hashing Multiple Choice Questions: 74
MCQs Entity Relationship Modeling Multiple Choice
Questions: 50 MCQs File Indexing Structures Multiple
Choice Questions: 20 MCQs Functional Dependencies
and Normalization Multiple Choice Questions: 27
MCQs Introduction to SQL Programming Techniques
Multiple Choice Questions: 20 MCQs Query Processing
and Optimization Algorithms Multiple Choice
Questions: 10 MCQs Relational Algebra and Calculus
Multiple Choice Questions: 62 MCQs Relational Data
Model and Database Constraints Multiple Choice
Questions: 35 MCQs Relational Database Design:
Algorithms Dependencies Multiple Choice Questions:
9 MCQs Schema Definition, Constraints, Queries and
Views Multiple Choice Questions: 42 MCQs The
chapter “Data Modeling: Entity Relationship Model
MCQs” covers topics of introduction to data modeling,
ER diagrams, ERM types constraints, conceptual data
models, entity types, sets, attributes and keys,
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relational database management system, relationship
types, sets and roles, UML class diagrams, and weak
entity types. The chapter “Database Concepts and
Architecture MCQs” covers topics of client server
architecture, data independence, data models and
schemas, data models categories, database
management interfaces, database management
languages, database management system
classification, database management systems,
database system environment, relational database
management system, relational database schemas,
schemas instances and database state, and three
schema architecture. The chapter “Database Design
Methodology and UML Diagrams MCQs” covers topics
of conceptual database design, UML class diagrams,
unified modeling language diagrams, database
management interfaces, information system life
cycle, and state chart diagrams. The chapter
“Database Management Systems MCQs” covers topics
of introduction to DBMS, database management
system advantages, advantages of DBMS, data
abstraction, data independence, database
applications history, database approach
characteristics, and DBMS end users. The chapter
“Disk Storage, File Structures and Hashing MCQs”
covers topics of introduction to disk storage, database
management systems, disk file records, file
organizations, hashing techniques, ordered records,
and secondary storage devices. The chapter “Entity
Relationship Modeling MCQs” covers topics of data
abstraction, EER model concepts, generalization and
specialization, knowledge representation and
ontology, union types, ontology and semantic web,
specialization and generalization, subclass, and
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superclass. The chapter “File Indexing Structures
MCQs” covers topics of b trees indexing, multilevel
indexes, single level order indexes, and types of
indexes. The chapter “Functional Dependencies and
Normalization MCQs” covers topics of functional
dependencies, normalization, database normalization
of relations, equivalence of sets of functional
dependency, first normal form, second normal form,
and relation schemas design. The chapter
“Introduction to SQL Programming Techniques MCQs”
covers topics of embedded and dynamic SQL,
database programming, and impedance mismatch.
The chapter “Query Processing and Optimization
Algorithms MCQs” covers topics of introduction to
query processing, and external sorting algorithms.
The chapter “Relational Algebra and Calculus MCQs”
covers topics of relational algebra operations and set
theory, binary relational operation, join and division,
division operation, domain relational calculus, project
operation, query graphs notations, query trees
notations, relational operations, safe expressions,
select and project, and tuple relational calculus. The
chapter “Relational Data Model and Database
Constraints MCQs” covers topics of relational
database management system, relational database
schemas, relational model concepts, relational model
constraints, database constraints, and relational
schemas. The chapter “Relational Database Design:
Algorithms Dependencies MCQs” covers topics of
relational decompositions, dependencies and normal
forms, and join dependencies. The chapter “Schema
Definition, Constraints, Queries and Views MCQs”
covers topics of schemas statements in SQL,
constraints in SQL, SQL data definition, and types.
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ICT and Critical Infrastructure:
Proceedings of the 48th Annual
Convention of Computer Society of IndiaVol II
This book describes the physics of the secondgeneration quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), a
fundamental method of analysis for soft matter at
interfaces. From a device for measuring film thickness
in vacuum, the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) has
in the past two decades evolved into a versatile
instrument for analyzing soft matter at solid/liquid
and solid/gas interfaces that found applications in
diverse fields including the life sciences, material
science, polymer research and electrochemistry. As a
consequence of this success, the QCM is now being
used by scientists with a wide variety of backgrounds
to study an impressive diversity of samples, with
intricate data analysis methods being elaborated
along the way. It is for these practitioners of the QCM
that the book is written. It brings across basic
principles behind the technique and the data analysis
methods in sufficient detail to be educational and in a
format that is accessible to anyone with an
undergraduate level knowledge of any of the physical
or natural sciences. These principles concern the
analysis of acoustic shear waves and build on a
number of fundamental physical concepts which
many users of the technique do not usually come
across. They have counterparts in optical
spectroscopy, electrical engineering, quantum
mechanics, rheology and mechanics, making this
book a useful educational resource beyond the QCM
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itself. The main focus is the physics of QCM, but as
the book describes the behavior of the QCM when
exposed to films, droplets, polymer brushes, particles,
vesicles, nanobubbles and stick-slip, it also offers
insight into the behavior of soft matter at interfaces in
a more general sense.

Effective Employee Induction/orientation
This open access book summarizes the multidisciplinary results of one of China's main
primatological research projects on the endemic
Tibetan macaque (Macaca thibetana), which had
continued for over 30 years, but which had never
been reported on systematically. Dedicated to this
exceptional Old World monkey, this book makes the
work of Chinese primatologists on the social behavior,
cooperation, culture, cognition, group dynamics, and
emerging technologies in primate research accessible
to the international scientific community. One of the
most impressive Asian monkeys, and the largest
member of its genus, the Tibetan macaque deserves
to be better known. This volume goes a long way
towards bringing this species into the spotlight with
many excellent behavioral analyses from the field.Frans de Waal, Professor of Psychology, Emory
University, USA. Macaques matter. To understand
primate patterns and trends, and to gain important
insight into humanity, we need to augment and
expand our engagement with the most successful and
widespread primate genus aside from Homo. This
volume focuses on the Tibetan macaque, a
fascinating species with much to tell us about social
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behavior, physiology, complexity and the macaque
knack for interfacing with humans. This book is doubly
important for primatology in that beyond containing
core information on this macaque species, it also
reflects an effective integrated collaboration between
Chinese scholars and a range of international
colleagues--exactly the type of collaborative
engagement primatology needs. This volume is a
critical contribution to a global primatology. - Agustín
Fuentes, Professor of Anthropology, University of
Notre Dame, USA. I have many fond memories of my
association with Mt. Huangshan research beginning in
1983, when together with Professor Qishan Wang we
established this site. It is such a beautiful place and I
miss it. It is gratifying to see how far research has
progressed since we began work there, becoming
more internationalized and very much a collaborative
endeavor under the long-term direction of Professor
Jin-Hua Li and colleagues. This book highlights the
increased interest in this species, representing a
variety of disciplines ranging from macro aspects of
behavior, cognition and sociality, to micro aspects of
microbes, parasites and disease, authored by a group
of renowned Chinese and international primatologists.
I applaud their efforts and expect more interesting
work to come from this site in the years ahead.Kazuo Wada, Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University,
Japan.

Influenza Virus
The two-volume set LNCS 9774 and 9775 constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 10th International
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Conference EuroHaptics 2016, held in London, UK, in
July 2016. The 100 papers (36 oral presentations and
64 poster presentations) presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 162 submissions. These
proceedings reflect the multidisciplinary nature of
EuroHaptics and cover topics such as perception of
hardness and softness; haptic devices; haptics and
motor control; tactile cues; control of haptic
interfaces; thermal perception; robotics and sensing;
applications.

Frontiers of Fundamental Physics
The two-volume set LNCS 7066 and LNCS 7067
constitutes the proceedings of the Second
International Visual Informatics Conference, IVIC
2011, held in Selangor, Malaysia, during November
9-11, 2011. The 71 revised papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in these
proceedings. They are organized in topical sections
named computer vision and simulation; virtual image
processing and engineering; visual computing; and
visualisation and social computing. In addition the
first volume contains two keynote speeches in full
paper length, and one keynote abstract.

Advancing Frontiers in Mycology &
Mycotechnology
This book provides an overview of current activities in
the fascinating area between computer science and
sports, presenting the state of the art in utilising the
latest developments in computer science to support
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sports coaches and athletes. It covers a broad range
of topics reflecting the diversity of this
interdisciplinary field, including concepts in
informatics like expert systems, modelling,
simulation, machine learning, robotics, and sensor
integration. Further, it describes applications of
computer science in sports, such as alpine skiing,
badminton, football, rowing, and table tennis, as well
as interesting applications areas of sport like
dementia, physiology, training, and space flights. The
appeals to informaticians interested in the application
field of sports as well as for sports scientists and
practitioners looking for advanced methods in their
particular sport.

Food Authentication
Industrial Uses of Vegetable Oils offers new insights
into these important (and growing) products of
vegetable oils. The author focuses on recent research
and development of new industrial products, including
the use of vegetable oils in paint and coatings,
printing inks, engine oils, and biodiesel for heating
and engine applications. The book discusses whether
or not vegetable-based engine oils and biodiesel are
practical or not. Topics also include the genetic
modification of seed oils, developments in
biodegradable grease, vegetable oils-based polyols,
the development of biodiesel and soy composites,
and the synthesis of surfactants from vegetable oil
feedstocks.

The Quartz Crystal Microbalance in Soft
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Matter Research
There has been a remarkable difference in the
research and development regarding gas turbine
technology for transportation and power generation.
The former remains substantially florid and unaltered
with respect to the past as the superiority of airbreathing engines compared to other technologies is
by far immense. On the other hand, the world of gas
turbines (GTs) for power generation is indeed
characterized by completely different scenarios in so
far as new challenges are coming up in the latest
energy trends, where both a reduction in the use of
carbon-based fuels and the raising up of renewables
are becoming more and more important factors.
While being considered a key technology for baseload operations for many years, modern stationary
gas turbines are in fact facing the challenge to
balance electricity from variable renewables with that
from flexible conventional power plants. The book
intends in fact to provide an updated picture as well
as a perspective view of some of the abovementioned
issues that characterize GT technology in the two
different applications: aircraft propulsion and
stationary power generation. Therefore, the target
audience for it involves design, analyst, materials and
maintenance engineers. Also manufacturers,
researchers and scientists will benefit from the timely
and accurate information provided in this volume. The
book is organized into three main sections including
10 chapters overall: (i) Gas Turbine and Component
Performance, (ii) Gas Turbine Combustion and (iii)
Fault Detection in Systems and Materials.
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Australian Business Law
The fourth edition of this textbook maintains the
standards of excellence that have resulted in a
national award of shortlist commendation for every
previous edition. This text, used in TAFE, business
colleges and universities across Australia, provides
the most current and comprehensive guide to
business law in 2003.

Industrial Uses of Vegetable Oil
The OpenIntro project was founded in 2009 to
improve the quality and availability of education by
producing exceptional books and teaching tools that
are free to use and easy to modify. We feature real
data whenever possible, and files for the entire
textbook are freely available at openintro.org.The
future for OpenIntro depends on the involvement and
enthusiasm of our community. Visit our website,
openintro.org. We provide free videos, statistical
software labs, lecture slides, course management
tools, and many other helpful resources.

Applied Business Statistics
This volume contains 85 papers presented at CSI
2013: 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of
India with the theme “ICT and Critical Infrastructure”.
The convention was held during 13th –15th December
2013 at Hotel Novotel Varun Beach, Visakhapatnam
and hosted by Computer Society of India,
Vishakhapatnam Chapter in association with
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Vishakhapatnam Steel Plant, the flagship company of
RINL, India. This volume contains papers mainly
focused on Data Mining, Data Engineering and Image
Processing, Software Engineering and Bio-Informatics,
Network Security, Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime,
Internet and Multimedia Applications and EGovernance Applications.

Progress in Gas Turbine Performance
The use of infrasound to monitor the atmosphere has,
like infrasound itself, gone largely unheard of through
the years. But it has many applications, and it is
about time that a book is being devoted to this
fascinating subject. Our own involvement with
infrasound occurred as graduate students of Prof.
William Donn, who had established an infrasound
array at the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
(now the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory) of
Columbia University. It was a natural outgrowth of
another major activity at Lamont, using seismic
waves to explore the Earth’s interior. Both the
atmosphere and the solid Earth feature velocity
(seismic or acoustic) gradients in the vertical which
act to refract the respective waves. The refraction in
turn allows one to calculate the respective
background structure in these mediums, indirectly
exploring locations that are hard to observe
otherwise. Monitoring these signals also allows one to
discover various phenomena, both natural and manmade (some of which have military applications).

Boating
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A multidisciplinary approach to understanding the
fundamentals ofmass spectrometry for bacterial
analysis From chemotaxonomy to characterization of
targeted proteins,Identification of Microorganisms by
Mass Spectrometry provides anoverview of both wellestablished and cutting-edge massspectrometry
techniques for identifying microorganisms. A vitaltool
for microbiologists, health professionals, and
analyticalchemists, the text is designed to help
scientists select the mosteffective techniques for use
in biomedical, biochemical,pharmaceutical, and
bioterror defense applications. Since microbiological
applications of mass spectrometry require abasic
understanding of both microbiology and analytical
chemistry,the editors have incorporated material from
both disciplines sothat readers from either field will
come to understand thenecessary principles of the
other. Featuring contributions fromsome of the most
recognized experts in both fields, this volumeprovides
specific examples of fundamental methods as well
asapproaches developed in the last decade, including:
* Metastable atom bombardment pyrolysis mass
spectrometry * Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry(MALDI) *
MALDI time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF
MS) of intactbacteria * High-resolution Fourier
transform mass spectrometry (FTMS) * Electrospray
ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry Identification of
Microorganisms by Mass Spectrometry representsthe
most comprehensive and up-to-date work on the topic
currentlyavailable. It is liberally illustrated with figures
and tables andcovers every aspect of spectrometric
identification ofmicroorganisms, including
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experimental procedures, various means ofsample
preparation, data analysis, and interpretation of
complexmass spectral data.

Advanced High School Statistics
Fenner's Veterinary Virology
Empowering management students with statistical
decision-making skills, this text instructs on how to
become active participants where statistical findings
are reported. Descriptions are provided of the vast
role that statistics play in fields such as marketing,
finance, human resources, production, and logistics.
Rather than being a passive observer, this guide
educates the meaning behind the numbers that allow
those in business situations to be informed members
of the decision-making process.

Asian Functional Foods
More and more sailors and powerboaters are buying
and relying on electronic and electric devices aboard
their boats, but few are aware of proper installation
procedures or how to safely troubleshoot these
devices if they go on the blink.

Database Management System MCQs
This book is the most comprehensive and flexible
theory of chloride ingress in concrete to date. Based
on test results and field observations, the book
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demonstrates the easy application of this theory to
practice. The information is presented in a clear style
with each chapter containing an introduction,
technical applications and examples, and a final
section covering the mathematics behind the theory,
to enable the reader to obtain a deeper insight into
the subject. Primarily aimed at practising engineers
engaged in analysis and design of concrete structures
exposed to a chloride laden environment, this book is
also a useful reference for mathematicians and
engineering students.

Gender and Rural Globalization
OpenIntro Statistics
The Olympia conference Frontiers of Fundamental
Physics was a gathering of about hundred scientists
who carryon their research in conceptually important
areas of physical science (they do "fundamental
physics"). Most of them were physicists, but also
historians and philosophers of science were well
represented. An important fraction of the participants
could be considered "heretical" because they
disagreed with the validity of one or several
fundamental assumptions of modern physics.
Common to all participants was an excellent scientific
level coupled with a remarkable intellectual honesty:
we are proud to present to the readers this certainly
unique book. Alternative ways of considering
fundamental matters should of course be vitally
important for the progress of science, unless one
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wanted to admit that physics at the end of the XXth
century has already obtained the final truth, a very
unlikely possibility even if one accepted the doubtful
idea of the existence of a "final" truth. The merits of
the Olympia conference should therefore not be
judged a priori in a positive or in a negative way
depending on one's refusal or acceptance,
respectively, but considered after reading the actual
of basic principles of contemporary science, new
proposals and evidences there presented. They seem
very important to us.

Never Far Away
Multiple factors can directly influence the chemical
composition of foods and, consequently, their
organoleptic, nutritional, and bioactive properties,
including their geographical origin, the variety or
breed, as well as the conditions of cultivation,
breeding, and/or feeding, among others. Therefore,
there is a great interest in the development of
accurate, robust, and high-throughput analytical
methods to guarantee the authenticity and
traceability of foods. For these purposes, a large
number of sensorial, physical, and chemical
approaches can be used, which must be normally
combined with advanced statistical tools. In this vein,
the aim of the Special Issue “Food Authentication:
Techniques, Trends, and Emerging Approaches” is to
gather original research papers and review articles
focused on the development and application of
analytical techniques and emerging approaches in
food authentication. This Special Issue comprises 12
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valuable scientific contributions, including one review
article and 11 original research works, dealing with
the authentication of foods with great commercial
value, such as olive oil, Iberian ham, and fruits,
among others.

Dictionary of Minor Planet Names
The consumption of functional foods has emerged as
a major consumer-driven trend, based on the needs
of an ever-growing health conscious population that
wants to exercise greater control over its health.
Focusing on an important sector of this rapidly
growing field, Asian Functional Foods discusses the
theoretical and practical aspects of functional foods
found in the traditional Asian diet, from fundamental
concepts of biochemistry, nutrition, and physiology to
food science and technology. The book covers a wide
range of topics, beginning with an introduction to the
source, history, functionality, and chemical, physical,
and physiological properties of traditional Asian
functional foods, followed by the health benefits,
mechanisms of antioxidant action, anticancer and
antiaging properties, supported by clinical and
epidemiological evidence. The chapter authors
discuss processing technology and process systems,
equipment, material preparation, food preparation,
and quality control during processing. They explore
stability, shelf life, and storage criteria for traditional
functional food products, industrial production, homemade products, consumer and marketing issues, and
social and economical impact. As Asian functional
foods continue to gain popularity worldwide, a solid
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understanding of these functional foods will help food
scientists take advantage of them to better maintain
and promote health. Examining the scientific and
social issues impacting their development, this book
provides that understanding.

Statistics for Psychology
This book presents a unique combination of chapters
that together provide a practical introduction to
multiscale modeling applied to nanoscale materials
mechanics. The goal of this book is to present a
balanced treatment of both the theory of the
methodology, as well as some practical aspects of
conducting the simulations and models. The first half
of the book covers some fundamental modeling and
simulation techniques ranging from ab-inito methods
to the continuum scale. Included in this set of
methods are several different concurrent multiscale
methods for bridging time and length scales
applicable to mechanics at the nanoscale regime. The
second half of the book presents a range of case
studies from a varied selection of research groups
focusing either on a the application of multiscale
modeling to a specific nanomaterial, or novel analysis
techniques aimed at exploring nanomechanics.
Readers are also directed to helpful sites and other
resources throughout the book where the simulation
codes and methodologies discussed herein can be
accessed. Emphasis on the practicality of the detailed
techniques is especially felt in the latter half of the
book, which is dedicated to specific examples to study
nanomechanics and multiscale materials behavior. An
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instructive avenue for learning how to effectively
apply these simulation tools to solve nanomechanics
problems is to study previous endeavors. Therefore,
each chapter is written by a unique team of experts
who have used multiscale materials modeling to solve
a practical nanomechanics problem. These chapters
provide an extensive picture of the multiscale
materials landscape from problem statement through
the final results and outlook, providing readers with a
roadmap for incorporating these techniques into their
own research.

Identification of Microorganisms by Mass
Spectrometry
'You almost feel you are taking that trek with the
party as Robert Macklin cites the obstacles - torrential
river crossings, dense bush, the Snowy Mountains and
more. Macklin covers Hume's public and private life,
emphasising his affinity with the country and rapport
with the Indigenous people, as well as providing a
portrait of the evolving colony.' SYDNEY MORNING
HERALD The stirring untold story of a true Australian
hero who opened up the nation. While English-born
soldiers, sailors and surveyors have claimed pride of
place among the explorers of the young New South
Wales colony, the real pathfinder was a genuine
native-born Australian. Hamilton Hume, a man with a
profound understanding of the Aboriginal people and
an almost mystical relationship with the Australian
bush, led settlers from the cramped surrounds of
Sydney Town to the vast fertile country that would
provide the wealth to found and sustain a new nation.
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Robert Macklin, author of the critically acclaimed
DARK PARADISE, tells the heroic tale of this young
Australian man who outdid his English 'betters' by
crossing the Blue Mountains, finding a land route from
Sydney to Port Phillip and opening up western New
South Wales. His contribution to the development of
the colony was immense but downplayed in deference
to explorers of British origin. HAMILTON HUME
uncovers this brave man's achievements and paints
an intriguing and at times shocking portrait of colonial
life, by the author of the bestselling SAS SNIPER.
'Robert Macklin calls Hamilton Hume 'our greatest
explorer', and now that I've read this enthralling but
at times shocking story, I totally agree.' ***** GOOD
READING

The New Weibull Handbook
This book explores how rural gender relations are
changing in a globalizing world that fundamentally
impacts on the structure of agricultural life in rural
areas and urban-rural relations. It analyses the
development of rural gender relations in specific
places around the world and looks into the effects of
the increasing connectivity and mobility of people
across places. The themes covered are: gender and
mobility, gender and agriculture, Gender and rural
politics, rurality and Gender identity and women and
international development. Each theme has an
overview of the state of the art in that specific
thematic area and integrates the case-studies that
follow.
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Introductory Statistics with
Randomization and Simulation
Diffusion of Chloride in Concrete
This book provides researchers with widely used
techniques for the study of virology, focusing on
molecular biology and imaging to encourage
mechanistic investigation of virus-host interactions.
Chapters detail a broad range of methods from
diagnosis, virus propagation, proteomics, haploid
screening, lentiviral screening, virus entry, single
molecule RNA imaging, correlative light and electron
microscopy (CLEM), EM, light-sheet microscopy,
biochemistry, viral transcription, physiological
infection models, animal models, in vivo imaging,
antigenic evolution, immunology to mathematical
modelling. Reviews cover general influenza, clinical
trials, both sides of the gain-of-function debate, and
computational modelling. Written in the highly
successful Methods in Molecular Biology series
format, chapters include introductions to their
respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and
reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible
laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and
avoiding known pitfalls. Cutting-edge and thorough,
Influenza Virus: Methods and Protocols aims to
motivate experienced researchers and newcomers in
the field and improve our overall understanding of
influenza.

Visual Informatics: Sustaining Research
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and Innovations
This book gathers selected papers from Artificial
Intelligence and Industrial Applications (A2IA’2020),
the first installment of an annual international
conference organized by ENSAM-Meknes at Moulay
Ismail University, Morocco. The 29 papers presented
here were carefully reviewed and selected from 141
submissions by an international scientific committee.
They address various aspects of artificial intelligence
such as digital twin, multiagent systems, deep
learning, image processing and analysis, control,
prediction, modeling, optimization and design, as well
as AI applications in industry, health, energy,
agriculture, and education. The book is intended for AI
experts, offering them a valuable overview and global
outlook for the future, and highlights a wealth of
innovative ideas and recent, important advances in AI
applications, both of a foundational and practical
nature. It will also appeal to non-experts who are
curious about this timely and important subject.

Alpha-, Beta- and Gamma-Ray
Spectroscopy
The quantity of numbered minor planets has now well
exceeded a quarter million. The new sixth edition of
the Dictionary of Minor Planet Names, which is the
IAU’s official reference work for the field, now covers
more than 17,000 named minor planets. In addition to
being of practical value for identification purposes,
the Dictionary of Minor Planet Names provides
authoritative information on the basis of the rich and
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colorful variety of ingenious names, from heavenly
goddesses to artists, from scientists to Nobel
laureates, from historical or political figures to
ordinary women and men, from mountains to
buildings, as well as a variety of compound terms and
curiosities. This sixth edition of the Dictionary of Minor
Planet Names has grown by more than 7,000 entries
compared to the fifth edition and by more than 2,000
compared to the fifth edition, including its two
addenda published in 2006 and 2009. In addition,
there are many corrections, revisions and updates to
the entries published in earlier editions. This work is
an abundant source of information for anyone
interested in minor planets and who enjoys reading
about the people and things minor planets
commemorate.

Multiscale Materials Modeling for
Nanomechanics
The OpenIntro project was founded in 2009 to
improve the quality and availability of education by
producing exceptional books and teaching tools that
are free to use and easy to modify. We feature real
data whenever possible, and files for the entire
textbook are freely available at openintro.org. Visit
our website, openintro.org. We provide free videos,
statistical software labs, lecture slides, course
management tools, and many other helpful resources.

Springer Handbook of Ocean Engineering
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of
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the International Conferences, FGCN and DCA 2012,
held as part of the Future Generation Information
Technology Conference, FGIT 2012, Kangwondo,
Korea, in December 2012. The papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions and focus on the various aspects of
future generation communication and networking,
and digital contents and applications.

Computer Applications for
Communication, Networking, and Digital
Contents
This book provides a review of mechanical ice drilling
technology, including the design, parameters, and
performance of various tools and drills for making
holes in snow, firn and ice. The material presents the
historical development of ice drilling tools and devices
from the first experience taken place more than 170
years ago to the present day and focuses on the
modern vision of ice drilling technology. It is
illustrated with numerous pictures, many of them
published for the first time. This book is intended for
specialists in ice core sciences, drilling engineers,
glaciologists, and can be useful for high-school
students and other readers who are very interested in
engineering and cold regions technology.
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